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Regular variation of the tail of a multivariate probability distribution is implied by regular 
variation of the density f provided f satisfies a regularity condition. We give a uniformity condition 
which controls variation of the function f across rays. Our condition is somewhat more flexible 
• than the usual regularity condition of monotonicity. Some examples are given. As a by-product 
we get results on multidimensional regular variation of some independent interest. 
multidimensional regular variation * domains of attraction * multivariate-extremes 
1. Introduct ion 
Regular variation of the tail of a multivariate distribution function on [0, oo) d, 
d > 1, is an essential tool for describing domains of attraction of multivariate extreme 
value distributions and also for describing domains of attraction of multivariate 
stable distributions. See Rvaceva (1962); de Haan and Resnick (1977, 1979); 
de Haan and Omey (1984); de Haan, Omey and Resnick (1984); Resnick and 
Greenwood (1979); Resnick (1986). Regular variation in the multivariate setting 
has also proven useful in a variety of other problems in asymptotic distribution 
theory. See de Haan and Resnick (1981); de Haan and Brozius (1987); Resnick 
(1986); Davis, Marengo and Resnick (1985); Davis, Mulrow and Resnick (1987). 
Since most multivariate distributions are specified by densities, not by distribution 
functions, it is important to have good criteria in terms of densities which imply 
the regular variation of distribution tails. In this paper we give a criterion which is 
somewhat more flexible than the one given previously in de Haan and Omey, 1984. 
Some notation: vectors in Rd+ = [0, oo) d are denoted by x = (x(1),..., x (d)) and 
relations and operations are taken componentwise. Thus, for x, y e Rd+, 
x < y means xC° < y ti), l <~ i <~ d, 
x <~ y means  x (i) <~ y(i) ,  1 <<- i <~ d, 
x v y = (x °) v yO) , . . . ,  x(d) v y(d)) 
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and so on. Rectangles will be denoted by 
(a, b] = {x Ra+: a<x<  b} 
= {(x(1),..., X(d)): a(i) < x(i) <~ b (0, 1 ~< i~ < d} 
for a, b ~ Rd+ and similarly for other kinds of rectangles. Finally set 1 = (1 , . . . ,  1). 
Suppose C~ R d is a cone; i.e. x~ C iff tx~ C for every t>0.  Suppose 1~ C. 
A function v: C -> (0, oo) is regularly varying on C with limit function h if h (x) > 0, 
x~Candfora l lx~C 
lim v( tx ) /v ( t l )= h(x). (1.1) 
t---).oo 
This is Stam's (1977) definition of multivariate regular variation. Then for some fl ~ R 
A(tx)= tt3A(x), x~ C, t>0.  
An equivalent way to phrase (1.1) is that there must exist g: (0, oc) --> (0, oc), regularly 
varying of index fl, such that 
lim v(tx) /g( t )=A(x)>O,  xe  C. (1.1') 
t---) OZ) 
If F(x) is a distribution function on Rd+ and 1 - F(x) is regularly varying on (0, oo) d, 
then the limit in (1.1) must be the tail of a measure. Thus we say F has a regularly 
varying tail 1 - F on (0, oo) d with limit measure o if, for x > 0, 
where [0, x] ¢= Ra+\[0, x]. The measure o satisfies 
u(tB)= t-•o(B) (1.3) 
a >I 0, B a Borel set of (Ra+\{0}). As with (1.1'), the denominator in (1.2) may be 
replaced by a ( -a)-varying function g. Condition (1.2) plays an important role in 
multidimensional extreme-value theory. 
If F has a density f, it is very convenient to have conditions on f which guarantee 
(1.2) holds. Call the density monotone (non-increasing) if it is non-increasing in 
each component. De Haan and Omey (1984) have proved the following. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose F concentrates on Ra+ and has a monotone density f which is 
regularly varying on Rd+\{0} with limit function A. More specifically suppose there exists 
a regularly varying function V with index p < 0 such that 
f ( tx)  
l imt_aV( t ) -h (x )>O , x~O, x#O. (1.4) 
Then h is integrable on [0, x] c for all x > O, and 1 - F is regularly varying on (0, oo) d 
with 
lim 1 -F ( tx ) -  o([O,x]~):=f A(u) du, x>0.  
v(t) JEo,xr 
1-F ( tx )  
lim - v([0, x] c) (1.2) 
t-,~ 1 -  F ( t l )  
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In (1.4) convergence on {x>~O:x>O,x~O, x(i)=0 for some i} is all that is 
required. The proposition fails for the density 
f (x ,y )={~y)  -2 if(x,y)~>(1, 1), 
otherwise, 
because the conditions on the boundary are not fulfilled (de Haan and Omey, 1984). 
Although Theorem 1.1 is quite useful and illuminating, there are examples to 
which it does not apply because the monotonicity condition is too restrictive. 
Consider the bivariate t-density (Johnson and Kotz, 1972) restricted to R 2 which 
is of the form on R 2 (p < 0) 
f (x,  y) = c(1 + x 2 + 2pxy + y2)-2. 
The monotonicity condition is not satisfied but one believes Theorem 1.1 should be 
applicable. A result is presented in Section 2 which applies to this and similar 
situations. 
When d = 1 regular variation of the density implies regular variation of the 
distribution tail via Karamata's theorem. So one may wonder if (1.4) in the absence 
of additional regularity conditions is strong enough to imply 1 -  F is regularly 
varying in the multivariate sense. The following example shows there is no hope 
for this. 
Example. Let fo be the bivariate Cauchy density restricted to [C+ so that we have 
the form on R2+ 
f°(x,  y) = c(1 +)c 2 + y2)-3/2. 
Modify fo to get f defined by 
f (x,  y) = c~y-~(log y)-2, 
= Cof°(x, y) 
l <x  <2, y > e, 
otherwise. 
Then for (x, y) >~ (0, 0), (x, y) # (0, 0) 
lim ColC-ltaf( tx, ty) = lim c-lt3f°( tx, ty) 
t ..-~ oo  
= (x 2 + y2)-3/2 
since for (x, y )> (0, 0) we have for sufficiently large t that tx > 2 and f=  Cof ° on 
the axes. Thus f satisfies (1.4). However for (x, y) > (0, 0) and t large 
t( 1 - F (  tx, ty) ) --- tcl(log ty)-~ --> oo 
and so the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 fails. 
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2. A uniformity condition 
What distinguishes multivariate regular variation from the univariate case is that 
as we move from ray to ray the definition of regular variation exerts no control over 
the function's variation; there is only radial control as we move out along a ray. 
Imposing a uniformity condition as we move across rays overcomes this difficulty. 
Let x--> [[x[[ be a norm on R d. Typically HxlI will be an Lp norm: 
Ilxllp = E Ix(i)[ p for some p s [1, oo1. 
i=1  
It is useful to recall that any two norms I1" II and 1[-I1" on R d are equivalent: There 
exist constants c,, c2 > 0 such that for all x e R d 
clllxll <-Ilxll* ~< c211xll. 
See for example Simmons (1963, p. 223). Set 
Q= (x~Rf :  Ilxll = 1}. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose F concentrates on R d+ and has density f which is regularly varying 
with limit function A on Rd+\{0}; i.e. for some regularly varying function V( t) of index 
p < 0 we have, for x >- O, x ~ O, 
f ( tx)  
lirn t--g~-~ i ) - A (x) > O. (2.1) 
Necessarily h satisfies h( tx) = tP-dh (x) for x >t O, x # O. Suppose further h is bounded 
on Q and that the following uniformity condition holds: 
l imsup t=-~) )  A (x )=0.  (2.2) 
t - ,~  xeQ I 
Then, for any e > O, 
lim sup f ( tx )  A(x) --0. (2.3) 
,-,oo x >e t -dV( t )  
Also A is integrable on [0, x] c, x > 0 and 1 - F is regularly varying on (0, oo) a, i.e. 
lim 1 - F( tx)  _ f 
, -~  v ( t )  Jto,xl °x(u) du, x>0.  (2.4) 
Remarks. (1) If  (2.2) holds for [[x[[ and A is bounded on Q, it also holds for any 
other norm Ilxll*. This follows immediately from (2.3). 
(2) Since Q is compact, continuity of h on Q of course implies that h is bounded 
on Q. If h is monotone, then h is continuous on (0, oo) a (de Haan and Resnick, 
1979). Continuity o f f  on [llxll > 13 and (2.2) give h continuous on Q. 
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Continuity of f in the absence of (2.2) does not imply ;~ is continuous. For an 
example let d = 2 and define f (x,  y) on [x ~< y] by 
f(x, y) = c(1 + xE+y2) -2 
and on [y < x - 1] by 
f(x, y) = 2-1c(1 + x 2 + y2)-2. 
On the strip between the lines y = x and y = x - 1 define f in any manner consistent 
with continuity. So f is continuous but 
~ c( x2 q- y2) -2, x <~ y, 
A(x'Y)=[2-1C(X2+y2)-2, x>y, 
and so A is not continuous. 
Another way to guarantee A bounded on Q is to suppose f is bounded on [ II x II ~ 1]. 
Then for 77 > 0 and t large but fixed (2.2) implies 
sup A (x) ~< sup f(tx) 
xeO x~O t -dV( l )  ~ "rl 
<~ */+ sup f (x)/t-dV(t)  
Ilxll~,l 
(O0 .  
(3) The example above as well as the example at the end of section 1 and the 
example f(x, y) = x-Ey -2 for (x, y) I> (1, 1) := 0 otherwise, all fail to satisfy (2.2). 
(4) Requiring A bounded on Q restricts how bizarre a version o f f  can be chosen. 
Given that (2.1) holds one can always get an undesirable version by taking a, 6 Q, 
n I-- 1 and for t > 0 setting 
f*(  tan) = 2"t-dV( t), 
f*(ta)=f(ta) i faeQ\{a . ,n~l} .  
Then f *  satisfies 
where 
f*(tx)  
t -dV( t )  
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We begin by showing (2.3) follows from (2.2). 
X*(a.) =2", 
= 
n~l ,  
a ~ Q\{a . ,  n ~ 1}, 
so that A* is unbounded on Q. 
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We have, with h(t) = t-dv(t) E RVp_d, 
[ f(tx) v , ;  [ 
sup,. ,>, t_d,,~t, A(x) = sup 
II~ll>~ 
f (  tllxll(llxll-lx)) h( tllxll) 
h(tllxll) h(t) (11-11 I1~11-'~) 
sup Ilxll -~+~ Ilf ( tiJxH Ilxll-'x) 
, . ,>. I h(tllxll) ,x(llxll-'x) I 
+ sup f(tllxll(_llxll-'x))[ [h(tllxll) ii.ii_~+. 
,.,>. h(tllxll) I h(t) 
=I+I I .  (2.5) 
Given any 8 > 0, there exists to such that for t >I to the sup in (2.2) is less than 8. 
Since Ilxil-lx~ Q we have for t~  > e-lto that I<~ 8e -d+p and since 8 is arbitrary, we 
conclude lim,_.oo I = 0. 
For II note that since [[x[[-~x~Q we have by (2.2) that, for given r t>0 and 
large t, 
sup f ( t l lx l l  Ilxll-'x)_< sup A (x) + 9 < oo (2.6) 
,~,>. h(tllxll) x~o 
by assumption that A is bounded on Q. Since h is regularly varying with exponent 
p -  d < 0, one-dimensional uniform convergence (de Haan, 1970, 1.21.4) gives 
[h(tY) -d+Pl l imsup h(t) Y =0 (2.7) 
t-~oo y>e I 
and thus lim,_,oo II = 0. This verifies (2.3). 
For the rest of the proof we may without loss of generality suppose 
d 
I1"11 = V Ix<'>l 
i=1  
so that for y > 0 
du =ya. (2.8) 
i"~n*d: II"ll~y) 
With this choice of norm (and hence with any norm) one can readily verify 
I[llxll>~] A(x) dx < oo since by Fubini or a change of variables and (2.8) 
f[ll"ll>'] A (x) dx = f[ll"ll>*] Ilxll-d+'~ (llxll-'x) dx 
~< supae Q A (a) f(.,oo) r-d+P dra 
)I; = d (sup A (a) r -a+°+d-I dr < oo 
\a6Q 
since p < O. 
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It remains to  check (2.4). Let A be any Borel set such that for some e > 0 we 
have Ac [llxll>~ el. Then, for xeA,  
f(tx) f(tllxll Ilxll-~x). h(tllxll) 
h(t) h(tllxll) h(t) 
has the following integrable bound: The first factor on the fight can be bounded 
on A by a constant as in (2.6) and for the second factor we get by the Karamata 
representation for sufficiently large t the bound cllxll p-~÷~ where y is chosen so 
small that 0 < y <-p .  Thus on A for t large 
f(tx)  
<~ c, llxll~-~÷~ h(t) 
and the fight side is Lebesgue integrable on EIIxll ~ e] 
dominated convergence and (2.1) we get 
and hence on A. From 
fA f(tu) fA lim h(t) du= A(u) du (2.9) 
and setting A = [0, x] c for x > 0 gives the desired (2.4). [] 
Remarks. (i) Since 1 -  F is non-increasing and the right-hand side of (2.4) con- 
tinuous, it is clear that (2.4) holds uniformly in [0, e l ]  c for any e > 0. 
(ii) Examining the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that (2.1) and 
f(tx)/h(t)<-M<oo, x~Q, t~to, 
is sufficient for the conclusion (2.4). 
(2.10) 
3. Remarks and complements 
Consider again the bivariate t-density discussed in Section 1. It is defined on R2+ 
by ( - l<p<l )  
f(x, y) = c(1 +x2+2pxy+y2) - . (3.1) 
Set II (x, y)II 2 = x 2 + 2pxy  + y2 = (x + py)2 + (1 - p2)y2 and check this defines a norm. 
Thus the density can be expressed 
f(x) = c(1 + Ilxl12) -2 
and it is obvious that the uniformity condition (2.2) is satisfied. 
Whenever the density is of the form 
f(x) = c(1 + Ilxll~) -~ 
a > 0,/3 > 0, a/3 > d, for some clever choice of the norm x--> Ilxll, the condition (2.2) 
will be clearly satisfied. Many densities are of this form. The choice of the norm is 
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suggested by the following scheme: If f is regularly varying with limit function A 
and A (tx) = t-vA (x), x > O, y > O, we try setting 
Ilxll := ,~- ' l ' (x ) .  
We hope this is a norm. The limit function A is a function only of Ilxll and possibly 
the same will be true forfi  For instance in (3.1) 
A(x,y)=(x2+2pxy+y2) -2, A(t(x,y))=t-4A(x,y) 
and so 
I1(~, y)ll = x-1/~( x, Y)= ( x2 + 2pxy+ y2)1/2. 
For another example consider the multivariate F-density (Johnson and Kotz, 
1972, page 240): Let Uo,..., Ud be positive integers, u=~d=00j, X>0 and, for a 
suitable c > 0, 
d 
IT (x(J)) ~/~-' 
j=l 
f (x )=c  d \u12" 
•o+ Y. ujx (~)) 
j=l 
Set Ilxll = EjC, o~ (~) and, for x > 0 and t --> oo, 
f(tx) - 
d 
ct x~-'c~/2-') H (xCJ)) ~/2-' 
j= l  
(Oo+ tllxll) "/2 
d 
- ct -°°/~-~ rl (x(J))~/2-'/ l lxl l°/: 
j= l  
so that p =-½Uo, h( t)= ct -U°/:-d and A (x)= I-lid1 (x(J))~/:-VIIxlt °/~. So (2.1) holds 
and for (2.2) we have 
f(tx) I a I tv/2 sup A(x) = sup r[ (x(J)) ~/2-1 1 
iixll--i h ( t )  ,xlt=lj=l (Vo+O °/2 
The region [llxll = 13 is compact and since I]ja_~ (x(J))~/2-1 is continuous it is also 
bounded and hence the condition (2.2) holds. 
Now consider the relationship of the monotonicity condition of Theorem 1.1 to 
the uniformity condition (2.2). I f f  is monotone and satisfies (2.1), then A is monotone 
as well. Since ;t is also homogeneous, we have ;t continuous on (0, oo) d (de Haan 
and Resnick, 1979). Continuity of A at points of Ra+\(0, oo) d is however not 
guaranteed. 
V i=1 Ix(°[. Supposefis a monotone density Proposition 3.1. Set I1" II = II" Iloo; i.e. Ilxll = ~ 
on Ra+ and (2.1) holds so that A is continuous on Q c~ (0, oo) a. I f  more A is continuous 
on all of Q, then the uniformity condition (2.2) holds for any norm Ilxll*. 
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Proof. Suppose d = 2. We have to prove 
f(t(1, y)) I [f(t(x, 1)) sup A(1, y) V sup I ~-)" A(x, 1) -->0 
o~y~l h(t) O~x~l 
as t ~ oo. However since A is assumed continuous on Q we have monotone functions 
converging to continuous limits; hence the convergence is uniform. A multivariate 
generalization of this latter result enables the proof to be extended to the case 
d>2.  [] 
The uniformity condition (2.2) leads to the following interesting representation 
for f. Write, for Ilxll ~> 1, 
f (x ) /  h(llxll) = f(l lxl l  I lx l l - lx)/  h(llxll) = x(llxl[-lx)+ ~(x) 
where limllxll_,oo e(x) = 0 uniformly for Ilxll-~x ~ Q. Thus 
f (x)  = (A (llxll-~x) + ~(x))h(llxll) 
and assuming X is bounded away from zero on Q 
f (x )  = (1 + x-'(llxll-~x)~(x) )x (llxll-~x)h(llxll) 
and we have proved the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. I f  (2.1), (2.2) hold and log A is bounded on Q then for Ilxll ~ 1 
oxp/f ? 
where 8(0->0 and, for some c>O, 
lim sup Ic(tx) - c[ = O. 
t--* O0 xEQ 
(3.2) 
The exponential term in (3.2) arises from the Karamata representation of a 
one-dimensional regularly varying function of index p -  d (de Haan, 1970). Note 
that conversely, any function f with a representation as in (3.2) satisfies (2.1) and 
(2.2) with 
h(t) = exp (p -d+8( t ) )d t / t  . 
Also from (3.2) we get the following inequalities. Continue to suppose 
h( t )=exp{f / (p -d+8( t ) )  dt / t}  
in (3.2). 
Corollary 3.3. I f  (2.1), (2.2) hold and log A is bounded on Q then for any e > 0 there 
is a to such that for t ~ to, [[x[[ > 1, 
(1 - e)A (llxll-lx)llxll ~-~-~ ~< f ( tx ) /h ( t )  ~< (1 + e)A (llxll-lx)llxll ~-~÷~ 
(3.3) 
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Proof. Note from (3.2) that 
f (x )  = c(x)A (llxll- x)h(llxll) 
and so 
f (  tx)/h(t)  = c( tx)A (llxll- x)h(tllxl[)/h(t) 
and the result follows from inequalities for regularly varying functions in R+ 
(de Haan and Resnick, 1982). Note that these inequalities lead to the result of 
Theorem 1. 
We have assumed for simplicity that F concentrates on R d. When this is not the 
case we have the following result partly stated in R 2. For d > 2 a similar but messy 
result can be formulated. 
Corollary 3.4. (a) Suppose X is a random vector in R 2 with distribution F and density 
f. Suppose that f satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) only on R2+ and that A is bounded on 
II/ll = 1}. I f  in addition, for x>0,  
lim P[X( i )> tx] /V( t )  = c~x p, c i>0 (3.4) 
t - -~  
for i = 1, 2, then 1 - F is regularly varying on (0, oo)2: viz., for x > O, 
lim(1-F(tx))/V(t)=Cl(X(1))°+c2(x(2))P-I[t~oo u>x] A(u) du. 
(b) Suppose X is a random vector in R d, d > 1 with distribution F and density 
f. Supposef  satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) on Ra\{0} where Q is now taken as {x ~ R d : IIxll -- 
1} and that A is bounded on Q. Then for x > 0 
lim 1 -  F(tx) _ , I  A(u) du. 
v(t) 3E- .xr 
Proof. (a) The proof follows simply from Theorem 2.1 (note that components of 
x may be infinite in (2.4)) and 
1-F(tx) P([X< tx] °) 
v(t) v(t) 
= (P [X  (1) > tx (1)] + P[X(2) > tx (2)] - P[X > tx])/V(t).  
(b) Theorem 2.1 holds for the distribution of the random vector 
(X~), X(_I),..., X~ ), X~d)). The rest of the proof is obvious. 
For example for the bivariate Cauchy 
1( 
f (x ,Y )=2~ r l+x2+y2)  -3/2, (x ,y )~R 2, 
set I lxll-- ( (x( l ) )  2 "~- (x(2))2) 1/2 we get 
1 f (x)  = ~-'~(1 + [[xl[2) -3/2 
and clearly (2.2) is satisfied with h (x)= ]]x[[ -3. 
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